I. INTRODUCTION
When'a constant current I, passes through a resistor R, two distinct sources of noise are observed.
The thermal voltage fluctuations, (Johnson noise)
have a white-noise spectrum of magnitude 4k&TR, independent of the current I,. There is also an excess noise, typically enhanced at low frequencies, which depends on I,. When the spectrum of the excess noise is proportional to I, , it is reasonable to apply Ohm's law to the voltage fluctuations in the form S V = (SR )l"and to say that the excess noise is due to resistance fluctuations. Examples of excess voltage noise due to resistance fluctuations include 1/f noise, whose physical origin is in most cases not understood, and noise due to equilibrium temperature fluctuations, which is well understood.
It is physically appealing to assume that, since 5R is independent of I"we must be dealing with equilibrium resistance fluctuations. ' But, how would such fluctuations be observable at equilibrium?
Voss and Clarke suggested that the band-limited Johnson-noise power in a bandwidth /J f, whose average value is 4ks TR /J f, should itself fluctuate slowly, exhibiting the same resistance fluctuations as probed by an applied current. They showed experimentally that this was true for two 1/f noise sources. ' The experiments were repeated with another 1/f noise source by Beck and Spruit. ' Although plausible phenomenologically, it should be realized that Voss and Clarke's interpretation rests on the hypothesis that the fluctuation-dissipation theorem holds for "instantaneous" measurements, not only for thermodynamic averages. This paper is an attempt to understand their result and to assess its limitations using a consistent model which could also lead to new predictions. We should emphasize that
we will not present a microscopic derivation of the Voss and Clarke experimental results. Rather, this paper is concerned with clarifying the structure that a statistical-mechanical theory must have in order to reproduce their novel experimental result. This structure is not uniquely determined, but it is strongly suggested that certain excess-noise sources can be described as fluctuations in the local conductivity satisfying a local fluctuation-dissipation theorem. This places a nontrivial constraint on possible dynamical models of 1/f noise.
We construct a space and time-dependent nonlinear Langevin equation which satisfies the constraints imposed by statistical mechanics. The essential physics of the problem is contained in modecoupling terms4
5 which lead to a very small fluctua- P( ) (V, ( )),
The "instantaneous Johnson-noise power" P(t) is a random process whose average is the usual Johnson-noise power (P ( t) ), "= 2Sv(~0) 5 f We have assumed that Sy(co) is slowly varying over the width Af of the filter, and have used the fact that g -Cal g Cal ' Voss and Clarke measured the power spectrum of the random process P(t) which is given by Sp(v) = Jl d«'"'(P(0)P(r) ), "= "~---( V. , V. , V. , V. . . ),"g. , g. , g. , g. It is instructive to compute the resistance from Eq, (3.6) in the low-frequency limit when the capacitance may be neglected. We find, (v(t)),"=(g(t)), "l,(t) .
(3.14)
To second order in Sa-the measured average resistance is easily evaluated:
The bare conductivity o-p is thus renormalized by the fluctuations t' d"((Sa'(x,t) ))," 
((ger(x, t)5(r(x', 0) ))" 
For simplicity consider the case where coo and h~are both much smaller than (RC) '. We can then neglect capacitive effects and use Eqs. (3.2), (3.6), and (3.7) directly with Io(t) =0. Making explicit use of the Gaussian decomposition appropriate to the statistics of 8(x, t) we obtain (P(0)P(t) ) = (2ktt T) '~d We should also point out that the relations (3.19), (3.22), and (3.26) between the nonequilibrium excess noise and the noise in the Johnson-noise power should not be interpreted as a universal relation between an equilibrium four-time correlation function and a nonequilibrium two-time correlation function. Indeed, we have clearly shown that this relation is valid only in a special limiting case where, in particular, heating effects can be neglected and where there is a separation of time scales between various stochastic processes. In that limiting case, however, the relations (3.19), (3.22) Sp(x, t), e Sp(x, t) ' Sh(x, t), Sit(x, t) ((e;(x,t)(t(xt, t) ))," where const is a constant. Indeed, (P,t satisfies the equation (Ag) tr(x, t)~5$ Sp(x, t) Fig. 4 , which contains all the cases where there are long decay times, we find stnkl l/2 stn(k1 + q ) l/2 sin(k -q ) l/2 sinkl/2 S,(.) = ' "q "k,~"«1 "I kl/2 (kl +q)/2 (k -q)/2 k/2 ((5oq "5o q ")), "23k((T " "2qr5(v -v) 
t Qt -((n"(t) n»(0) ) ) « = "K) n"',Sh"',Sn~Sh, n» (n~;h~;t~n "', ;h"', ) n '»(P"(n"', ;h ', ) and integrating by parts we find at -((n»( )n»(0)))»= -G» ((n»(t)n»(0))), "-J, -, G"((h""(t)n", (t)n «(0))),"
To evaluate the last correlation function we again use the Fokker-Planck equation and find (with Dr -= K/C"),
- ((h"", (t) n",(t) n» (0) ))"= -(Dr(k -k')'+ G, ) ((h ", (t) n (t) n»(0) )),"
Bt G«, ((h", (t) h, (t) n", (t) n»(0) )) ". - ((h. . .(t)h", "(t)n"(t)n "(0))), "
= - [G» +Dr(k -k') +Dr(k' -kt) ]((h"", (t)h, (t)n» (t)n "(0))), "
